Custom Infrared Sauna
And 2-in-1 Custom Dual Saunas

By Tylo

(Saunatec)

Infrasauna ™

CUSTOM INFRARED SAUNA ROOMS AND 2-IN-1 COMBINATION
TRADITIONAL FINNISH SAUNA PLUS FAR-INFRARED
As infrared saunas have grown in
popularity, two questions often emerged:
“Can I get a CUSTOM infrared sauna
made to fit my own design ideas?” and
“Can I combine infrared with a traditional
sauna heater?
Now, happily the answer to both questions
is an emphatic “Yes!”
Tylo’s InfraSauna(I/S) is an industry first—
an ETL safety listed product line that offers
the following:
Custom Infrared sauna on your
framed walls.
● Build new or convert an existing
■

CUSTOM AND FLEXIBLE:
The I/S sauna provides the best of both
worlds. You like traditional sauna but
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IS InfraSauna Panel & Control Kit

your spouse prefers infrared sauna?
No problem. On weekends you like a
traditional sauna taken with others—and
with lots of steam—but during the work
week you like mild/soothing infrared
sauna heat therapy? No problem. The
InfraSauna™ by Saunafin is the ultimate
sauna—a blending of our Traditional
Finnish Saunas with our CarbonFlex®
Infrared Technology.
This wonderful combination room
provides pleasure beyond what a
traditional or infrared sauna can do
individually. The far-infrared heating
system can be incorporated into
virtually any sauna room design.

Let your imagination go. For the first time
in the worldwide sauna industry, there are
now IR options to give you exactly what
you want.

Infrasauna ™

CUSTOM INFRARED ON YOUR FRAMED WALLS
New construction
Convert existing sauna into Infrared-only and InfraSauna
A Custom Infrared Sauna, an option previously unavailable, will meet your special
needs. Where IR was once limited to a
few fixed sizes and models—now Custom
Infrared and Custom InfraSauna™ are
available in limitless shapes and sizes; you
are limited only by your design imagination.

Custom Infrared, 6'x6'

NEW CONSTRUCTION—TRULY
“CUSTOM” INFRARED AND INFRASAUNA
The options with our Custom IR/IS are
endless…with innovative use of glass windows and all-glass doors, angles, curves,
special lighting and sound systems. Your
design (or with our free design service
incorporating your ideas), in partnership
with Saunatec experience and quality,
assures unmatched form and function.

Handcrafted to your plan, we’ll precut the
finest hand-selected wood for your walls
and ceiling, we’ll pre-build the benches
and door, and include a CarbonFlex® IR
Panel Kit sized for your room—all for
installation on your framed walls. Simply
provide the inside dimensions of the
famed walls, the door location and your
preference for bench configuration—and
we’ll do the rest. Need design assistance
to overcome potential challenges? Visit
with your local specialty Saunatec dealer,
or call or email us.
Custom Infrared Saunas and Custom InfraSaunas are perfect for new construction or
remodeling: residential, hotels, health
clubs, condos and apartments.

CONVERT AN EXISTING SAUNA ROOM INTO AN INFRASAUNA™
Is your existing sauna tired and in need of a face lift?
Perhaps it has been relegated to the role of store room?
Maybe you’ve tried an Infrared Sauna somewhere and
you’d like to have one at home—but don’t want to have a
second sauna?
With our Custom InfraSauna™ you can now convert your
existing sauna into an upgraded sauna room with
CarbonFlex far-infrared heating system combined with a
traditional sauna heater—with both heating systems
easily controlled with the SaunaLogic™ digital/
programmable control.
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Or, if you prefer only
Infrared, you can convert
your existing sauna room
into an “Infrared only” sauna
room—and still have the option to
later add a traditional sauna heater.

4'x6'

5'x7'

6'x8'

6'x6'

The CAD layouts shown are only examples;
unlimited custom shapes and sizes are
available for Custom IR/IS saunas.

SaunaLogic™

SaunaFin

115 Bowes Rd, Unit 2
Concord, ON
905-738-4017/800-387-7029
www.saunafin.com
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